There have been many studies of automatic term recognition (ATR) and they have achieved good results. However, they focus on a mono-lingual term extraction method. Therefore, it is difficult to extract terms from documents in foreign languages. This paper describes an automatic term extraction method from documents in foreign languages using a machine translation system. In our method, we translate documents in foreign languages into documents in Korean and extract terms in the translated Korean documents. Finally the terms recognized from the Korean documents are translated into terms in the foreign language. By using our method, one can extract terms for languages, which one does not know.
Introduction
There have been many studies of automatic term recognition (ATR) and they have achieved good results (Bourigault 1992: 977-981; Dagan et al., 1994: 34-40; Justeson and Katz 1995: 9-27; Frantzi et al., 1999: 145-180) . However, there is scope for improving the performance of term extraction still further. For example, additional domain dictionaries can be used for improving accuracy of term extraction (Oh et al. 2000: 496-503) . Although, constructing an electronic dictionary was a major obstacle for using an electronic domain dictionary in term recognition, the development of tools for building electronic lexical resources offers a new chance to use them in the field of terminology. Through this endeavour, a number of electronic domain dictionaries have been developed.
Since new terms are usually made out of existing terms, dictionaries can be used as a source. For example, 'distributed database' is composed of 'distributed' and 'database', both terms in computer science. Further, concepts and terms of a domain are frequently imported from related domains. For example, the term 'Geographical Information System (GIS)' is used not only in computer science, but also in the domain of electronics. To use these properties, it is necessary to build relationships between domains. A hierarchical clustering method used in information retrieval offers a good means for constructing a dictionary hierarchy. A hierarchy helps to estimate the relationships between domains. Moreover the estimated relationships between domains can be used for weighting terms in a given corpus. For example, the domain of electronics may have a deep relationship with that of computer science. As a result, terms in a dictionary of electronics have a higher probability In the first stage, a linguistic filter extracts candidate terms, which are complex nominals, and a dictionary hierarchy is constructed. We assume that terms are complex nominals on the basis of an analysis of entries in domain dictionaries in computer science, chemical engineering, and economy.
Based on their analyses, we construct a linguistic filter composed of noun, postposition and suffix, to extract candidate terms.
In the second stage, candidate terms are scored by weighting scheme -a dictionary weighting scheme, a statistical weighting scheme, and a transliterated-word weighting scheme. In the dictionary weighting scheme, candidate terms are scored on the basis of the kind of domain dictionary in which they appear. Since most new terms in a specific domain are based on readymade terms, a domain dictionary, which is a source of ready-made terms in that domain, may be helpful to extract terms. Moreover, concepts and terms of a domain are imported from related domains and shared with related domains. Therefore, it may be helpful to use the dictionary hierarchy, which is constructed on the basis of how many terms are shared between domains. In the statistical weighting scheme, terms are scored by their frequency and productivity -a measure of how many terms they produce -in the given corpus. It is assumed that frequently used terms in the specific domain corpus have a high probability of being relevant terms in that domain. Moreover, terms which frequently produce other terms in that domain may be relevant in that domain. In the transliterated-word weighting scheme, terms are scored by the number of transliterated foreign words. In Korean, like Japanese, there are many terms of foreign origin written in a transliterated form. They may be an important clue for term recognition, since they tend to be terms when they are used in a specific domain.
In the third stage, each weight is normalized and combined into one term weight (W term ), and terms are extracted by this term weight. Each weight has a different coverage. It means that they have a different role in term extraction. For example, W Dic (Dictionary Weight) covers the terms in the dictionary and the terms produced with a ready-made term, W Stat (Statistical Weight) deals with frequently used terms in the given corpus, and W Trl (Transliterated-word Weight) handles terms of foreign origin. Therefore, we need to combine the three measures for acquiring relevant terms with high coverage and high accuracy.
In the final step, extracted Korean terms are translated into Japanese terms using a KoreanJapanese machine translation system. Finally, we can extract Japanese terms and the corresponding Korean terms simultaneously from the documents in Japanese. We translate Japanese texts using a Japanese-Korean machine translation system. Figures 3 and 4 show an example of Japanese text with a "<accn> untagged-0000068887 </accn>" tag of the collection and the translated Korean text corresponding to the Japanese text. We use abstract and title of the Japanese text, though there is useful information in the document -title in English, and abstract in English (NTCIR 1999) . The MT system produces English terms in bracket which correspond to the Japanese terms with Katakana characters. For example, in figures 3 and 4, the translated into the Korean terms, Since there are few differences between Japanese and Korean, the results translated by the Japanese-Korean MT system have relatively little noise. However, unregistered Japanese terms in the Japanese-Korean MT system are not correctly translated into Korean. The noise causes errors in segmenting Kanji and in assigning postposition. For example, in figures 3 and 4, "
(recursively enumerable) " is segmented as " // " in the Korean text whereas the correct 
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Linguistic Filter
From the analysis of entry words in domain dictionaries -chemical, computer science, and economy -, we find that a term is a complex nominal with the constituents: noun, postposition, and suffix. In the result, 96% of entry words were complex nominals, the rest being composed of verbs, adverbs and so on. Based on this result, we construct the following linguistic filter to extract candidate terms.
Noun+((jcm|xsn)?Noun+)
where Noun is a noun including a foreign word, jcm is an genitive case marker 'ui', and xsn is a suffix for noun adnominalizer like '^'.
Dictionary Hierarchy
Resource
The hierarchy among dictionaries is constructed using the fifty-seven fields of bi-lingual dictionaries (Korean-English). Table 1 
Constructing the Dictionary Hierarchy
A clustering method is used for constructing a dictionary hierarchy. Clustering is a statistical technique to generate a category structure using the similarity between documents (Anderberg, 1973) . Among the clustering methods, a reciprocal nearest neighbor (RNN) algorithm (Murtaugh, 1983 ) based on a hierarchical clustering model is used. In our task, we believe that a symmetric hierarchical structure is more useful than a skewed hierarchical structure. Since the hierarchy constructed by the clustering method is used for estimating relationships between domains, it is necessary to construct a hierarchy containing clusters between as many leaf nodes as possible. The RNN algorithm tends to make a symmetric hierarchy (Lorr, 1983) , we use it for constructing the hierarchy.
The algorithm to form a cluster can be described as follows:
1. Determine all inter-object (or inter-dictionary) dissimilarities.
2. Form a cluster from the two closest objects (dictionaries) or clusters.
3. Recalculate dissimilarities between new the clusters created in step 2 and other objects (dictionaries) or clusters already made. (all other inter-point dissimilarities are unchanged).
4. Return to step 2, until all objects (including clusters) are in the one cluster.
In the algorithm, all objects are treated as a vector such as
represents the object i and x ij represents j th terms in document i. In step 1, inter-object dissimilarity is calculated based on the Euclidian distance. In step 2, the closest object is determined by a RNN.
For the given object i and object j, we can define that there is a RNN relationship between i and j when the closest object of i is object j and the closest object of j is object i. This is the reason why the algorithm is called a RNN algorithm. A dictionary hierarchy is constructed by this algorithm. Figure 5 shows an example of the hierarchy and there are ten domains in the hierarchy -this is a fragment of the whole hierarchy. 
Scoring Terms Using Dictionary Hierarchy
The main idea for scoring terms using the hierarchy is based on the premise that terms in the dictionaries of the target domain and terms in the dictionary of the domain related to the target domain act as a positive indicator for recognizing terms. Terms in the dictionaries of the domains that are not related to the target domain act as a negative indicator for recognizing terms. We apply this premise for scoring terms. There are three steps to calculate the score.
1. Calculating the similarity between the domains using the formula (1) (Maynard and Ananiadou, 1998: 86-90) Path from the root Root->C8->C9->Chemistry Root->C8->C9->Chemical Engineering
Depth i 4 4
Common ij 3
Similarity ij 2*3/(4+4) =0.75 Table 2 . Similarity ij calculation: The table shows an example for caculating similarity using formula (1). In the example, Chemical engineering and Chemistry are used. Path, Depth, and Common are calculated according to figure 3. Then similarity between domains is determined as 0.75.
In formula (1), the depth of the node is defined as a distance from the root -the depth of a root is 1. For example, let the parent node of C1 and C8 be the root of the hierarchy in figure 5. The similarity between "Chemistry" and "Chemical engineering" is calculated as shown in table 2. In formula (2), it is not surprising a candidate term which appears only in the target domain dictionary scores highest. However, we have two other cases: the first case is that the candidate term is not found in the target dictionary but in the other domain dictionaries, and the other is that the candidate term is found in both the target and the other dictionaries. In these cases the candidate terms acquire a score according to the degree of association (similarity ti ) between the target domain t and the domain i (dictionary) where they appear. Formula (1) is used for calculating the relationship between the target domain and others.
In the matching process between a candidate term and a dictionary entry, we use an exact matching method as well as a partial matching method. If a candidate term appears exactly in an entry of the dictionary, we use an exact matching method. We use a partial matching technique, when it does not appear exactly in the dictionaries. In partial matching, we consider the following properties. Generally, a head noun of a complex nominal is the most important concept in the complex nominal and is located at the end. We believe that the concept of a head noun in complex nominals represents the whole concept of the complex nominal with smaller losses than of other parts in the complex nominal. With this assumption, we adopt the right-to-left longest matching procedure, in which only the longest term that matches from the end of the given candidate terms is selected. N 3 similarity physics-chemistry 0.4 similarity physics-physics 1 similarity physics-astronomy 0.7 |term|: length of "contaminating radioactive element" 3 |match|: length of "radioactive element" 2 score(contaminating radioactive element) 2/3 *1/3 *(0.4+1+0.7) = 0.93 Table 3 . Scoring terms based on similarity between domains For example, let the target domain be physics, a candidate term be 'contaminating radioactive element': it does not appear in any dictionary but 'radioactive element' appears in physics, chemistry and astronomy dictionaries. Although there are no exactly matched entries in the dictionaries, we can calculate the score of the candidate term, 'contaminating radioactive element', using the score of 'radioactive element', which is selected by the right-to-left longest matching procedure. Then the similarity between physics and domains where the term 'radioactive element' appears can be estimated by formula (1) as shown below. Finally, the score('contaminating radioactive element') is calculated by formula (2) -the score is 2/3 *1/3 *(0.4+1+0.7) = 0.93.
3. Complementing unregistered terms and common terms by domain tagged corpora. Consider an exceptional possible case. There are candidate terms that do not appear partially or exactly in any dictionaries. Then, they cannot acquire a weight by the dictionary weighting scheme.
Terms which do not appear in domain dictionaries may be new in a domain. Therefore, we need to deal with such cases. In our method, the domain tagged corpus (ETRI 1997) is used. Each word in the candidate terms -they are composed of more than one word -can appear in the domain tagged corpus. We can count the number of domains where the word appears. If the number is large, we can determine that the word has a tendency to be a common word. If the number is small, we can see that the word has a high probability of being a valid term. In this paper, the score calculated by the dictionary hierarchy is called Dictionary Weight (W Dic ) as shown in formula (3).
Statistical Method
The statistical method is divided into two elements. The first element, the Statistical Weight, is based on the frequencies of terms. The second element, the Transliterated-Word Weight, is based on the number of transliterated foreign words in the candidate term. This section describes the two elements.
Statistical Weight: Frequency Based Weight
In the Statistical Weight, not only abbreviation pairs and translation pairs but also frequencies of terms are considered. Abbreviation pairs and translation pairs are detected using the following simple heuristics:
For a given expression a(ß), 1. Check that a and ß are abbreviation pairs. The capital letter of a is compared with that of ß. If the capital letters in a and ß are matched sequentially, a and ß are identified as abbreviation pairs (Hisamitsu et. al, 1998: 36-42 2. Check that a and ß are translation pairs. This can be determined by the bi-lingual dictionary.
After detecting abbreviation pairs and translation pairs, the Statistical Weight (W Stat ) of the terms is calculated by formula (4). In formula (4), the nested relation is defined as follows: let a and ß be candidate terms. If a contains ß, we define that a nests ß. The formula implies that abbreviation pairs and translation pairs related to 'α' are counted as well as 'α' itself. The productivity of words in the nested expression containing 'α' gives more weight, when the generated expression contains 'α'. Moreover, formula (4) deals with a single-word term,
since an abbreviation such as GUI (Graphical User Interface) is a single word term, and an English multi-word term usually translates into a Korean single-word term -(e.g. distributed database => deitabeisu)
Transliterated-Word Weight: By Automatic Extraction of Transliterated words
Transliterated terms are important clues to identify the terms in a given domain. We observe dictionaries of computer science and chemical engineering to investigate a transliterated-word.
About 53% of entries in a dictionary of computer science are transliterated-words and about 48% in chemical engineering. Because there are many possible transliterated forms and they are usually unregistered terms, it is difficult to detect them automatically.
In our method, we use HMM (Hidden Markov Model) for this task (Oh, et al., 2001) . The main assumption for extracting a foreign word is that the composition of foreign words is different from that of pure Korean words, since the Korean phonetic system is different from that of the foreign language. Especially, several English consonants that occur frequently in English words, such as 'p', 't', 'c', and 'f', are transliterated into Korean consonants '_ (p)', '` (t)', 'a (k)', and '_ (p)'
respectively. However, since a Korean syllable is composed of two consonants and one vowel, consonant information alone may not offer enough information to distinguish a syllable in a pure Korean word from a syllable in a transliterated-word. Therefore, we use syllable information for detecting a transliterated-word.
Using this method, a syllable is tagged with 'K' or 'F'. A syllable tagged with 'K' means that it is part of a pure Korean word. A syllable tagged with 'F' means that it is a part of a transliterated-word.
For example, 'si/seu/tem//eun (system//TOPIC marker)' is tagged with 'si/F + seu/F + tem/F + eun/K'. Formula (5) is used for extracting a transliterated-word and formula (6) is used for calculating the Transliterated-Word Weight (W Trl ). Formula (6) assumes that terminologies have more transliterated foreign words than common words. 
trans(α) is the number of transliterated words in term α
Term Weighting
The three individual weights described above are combined according to the following formula In formula (7), the three individual weights are normalized by the functions f, g, and h respectively and, the weighted parameters α,β, and γ . The parameters α,β, and γ are determined by experiment with the condition α+β+γ = 1. Each value used in this paper is α=0.3, β= 0.4, and γ=0.3 respectively.
Korean-Japanese Machine Translation
After acquiring terms using W Term , the terms are translated into Japanese using a Korean-Japanese MT system. Table 4 There are two kinds of errors in the translation. One is the error caused by homophony in a Korean word. For example, the Korean word "*F" has several different meanings, such as "medical doctor (dh)", "righteous man (fi)", "decision (jk)", "deliberation (lm)" and so on. In "*F no p q", "*F (decision)" in Korean is wrongly translated into "de (medical doctor)" in Japanese. We cannot avoid these errors. However, the number of these errors is relatively small. The other type of error is caused by wrongly segmented Korean terms. It may be propagated by the Japanese-Korean MT segmentation errors which we described in section 3. For example, "*" in the term "Web//* 26 / r s t", is postposition, which indicates the adjective relation in Korean and it is wrongly segmented -There should not be a space between "Web" and "*". Fortunately, the error can be easily detected by a Korean language model. Since in Korean, postpositions cannot be used alone, we can correct these errors. Therefore, the second type of error may not affect the performance of term extraction. 
Experiments
Experimental Setup
The proposed method is tested on corpus in the field of artificial intelligence. The corpus was distributed to the participants in the TMREC task of NTCIR-1. It contains about 1,870 documents and 413,100 words, and several kinds of SGML tags as shown below. More details are given in section 7 of (NTCIR, 1999).
<REC> and </REC> indicate the start and end of documents.
<ACCN> and </ACCN> contain the id number of documents.
The title of documents is surrounded by <TITL> and </TITL>.
<ABST> and </ABST> surround the abstract of Japanese and <ABSE> and </ABSE> surround the abstract of English.
<ABST.P> and </ABST.P> are delimiters of paragraphs.
The corpus is translated into Korean. The translated Korean texts are tagged with a Korean partof-speech tagger. They are filtered with the linguistic filter to extract candidate terms. The number of candidate terms, which are extracted from the given test corpus, is 33,728.
In the evaluation of MT systems, we will show the effectiveness of term extraction. We also evaluate the usefulness of the term extraction results produced by each weighting scheme -W Dic , W Trl , W Stat . Finally, we will show the overall performance of the term extraction result produced by the proposed method -W Term . The term extraction results are evaluated by a precision rate. A precision rate means the proportion of correct answers extracted by the system. Moreover, they are divided into ten equal-sized sections and evaluated independently. We also examined both the performance of C-value that is based on the statistical method (Frantzi. et al., 1999: 145-180 ) and the performance of our proposed method.
Performance of the Machine Translation Systems
In this section, we show the performance of the Japanese-Korean MT system and the KoreanJapanese MT systems. We select the first 100 documents (450 sentences) from the test corpus for evaluating the performance of the Japanese-Korean MT system. Since the word order of Korean is very similar to that of Japanese, evaluation is focused on word translation (word sense). We give a manual decision in four levels: "best", "good", "poor", and "error" to evaluate the word translation (Choi et al. 1994: 129-133 Table 5 . Evaluation result of Japanese-Korean MT Table 5 shows the evaluation result of the Japanese-Korean MT. Most sentences are well translated into Korean. However, translated sentences determined as "Poor" contain some errors. Most of the errors are segmentation errors. For example, " (intelligent system for English conversation)" is wrongly segmented into " (English conversation)", " ", "^ ", and " (system)". They are translated into " (English conversation)", "<b (paper)", " (enemy)", and, "p q (system)" for these are the dictionary entries with the same pronunciation in Korean. Fortunately, these errors are rare and most errors are occurred, when terms are segmented into content words and functional word. For example, "
" is translated into " // #L " , although the correct translation form is " #L ". These errors can be caught by the Korean language model as described in section 5. Therefore, we believe that our term extraction method is not much affected by the results of the Japanese-Korean MT system.
For evaluating the Korean-Japanese MT system, we select the top 1,100 results produced by W Term . In contrast with the Japanese-Korean translation, the input of the Korean-Japanese translation is not a sentence but a complex nominal -a candidate term. Therefore, we give manual decisions in two levels: "correct" and "error".
Correct Error Total
Number of terms 1064 36 1,100 Table 6 . Evaluation result of Korean-Japanese MT Table 6 shows the evaluation result of the Korean-Japanese MT system. There are only 36 errors, most caused by homophony in Korean as described in section 5. Since there are few errors in the evaluation result, we assume that there is no problem in Korean-Japanese translation in evaluating the performance of term extraction method.
Experiment Using Each Weight
In this section, we show the results of term extraction using each weighting scheme separately, to
show their usefulness.
Dictionary Weight (W Dic )
The Dictionary Weight (W Dic ) is based on the premise that the dictionary information of the target domain is a good indicator for identifying terms. A term in the dictionaries of the target domain and the other domains related to the target domain acts as a positive indicator for recognizing terms. A term in the dictionaries of the domains unrelated to the target domain acts as a negative indicator for recognizing terms. believe that this is caused by the productivity of terms. New terms are produced every day. On the other hand, there is a limitation to register the terms in dictionaries. However, domain dictionaries may be good resources for term extraction since there are many terms which are partially matched.
Statistical Weight
Statistical Weight (W Stat ) implies that all abbreviation pairs and translation pairs related to 'α' are counted as well as 'α' itself, and the productivity of words in the nested expression containing 'α' is higher when the generated expression contains 'α'. Moreover, W Stat deals with a single-word term,
since an abbreviation such as GUI (Graphical User Interface) is a single word term and an English multi-word term is usually translated by a single-word Korean term. Table 9 shows the top 10 results extracted by W Stat .
In table 9, translation pairs such as "system" and "
" are in a high rank position. By formula (4) for obtaining W Stat , a candidate term that has translation pairs and abbreviation pairs in the given corpus, will get additional weights from their translation pairs and abbreviation pairs.
However " " and "system" do not frequently appear in the Japanese source text as translation pair. They are generated by the Japanese-Korean MT system. Since " " is written in Katakana, which is the transliterated form of "system", the Japanese-Korean MT system translates it with its corresponding additional English expression "p q (system)", which leads to rank high by W Stat . (coverage)", was translated into a pure Korean term "< (coverage)" -the Korean transliterated form of " (coverage)" is "¡¢b (coverage)". Others were not detected as transliterated forms in Korean, since they were not correctly translated into Korean. For example, " (window)" was translated into "OI?O" -there are no words having such a spelling in Korean -, although its correct translated form is "]?O". However, the JapaneseKorean MT system transfers the transliterated Japanese forms relatively well into translated Korean texts.
Performance of Each Weighting Scheme
In this section, we show the performance of each weighting scheme. We will show the precision rate in the 10% of top ranked terms and the 10% of bottom ranked terms. 
Overall Performance
In this section, we show the overall performance of our system. As described above, since each weighting scheme has a different role in term extraction, we use W Term , which is a combined measure of the three weighting schemes. Table 13 shows an example extracted by the proposed method and C-value. In the result, our method produces more terms of foreign origin than C-value does. It may be caused by the fact that α=0.3, β=0.4, and γ =0.3 in formula (7) Figure 6 shows the performance of the proposed method and of the C-value method. By dividing the ranked lists into 10 equal sections, the results are compared. Each section contains the 3,373 terms and is evaluated independently. The result can be interpreted as follows. In the top sections, the proposed method shows a higher precision rate than the C-value does. The distribution of valid terms is also better for the proposed method, since there are more valid terms in the top sections than in the bottom ones. This implies that the terms with high weight scored by our method have a high probability of being valid terms. Moreover, in figure 6 , the precision rate of our method shows the rapid decrease from section 8 to section 10. This indicates that most valid terms are located in the top sections. The results can be summarized as follow:
• The proposed method extracts a valid term more accurately than C-value does.
• Most valid terms are extracted by the proposed method in the top section.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have described a method for term extraction using dictionary hierarchies and machine translation systems. Dictionary hierarchies are constructed by a clustering method and used for estimating the relationships between domains. For extracting terms from given Japanese documents, we use a machine translation system. First we translate Japanese into Korean. Then, terms are extracted from Korean text. Finally, terms are translated into Japanese. Although there is noise in translation, our method produces relatively good results. Moreover, this method can be applied to other languages such as English.
However, there is much scope for further extensions of this research. The problems of nonnominal terms (Klavans and Kan, 1998: 680-686) , term variation (Jacquemin et al., 1997: 24-30) , and relevant contexts (Maynard and Ananiadou, 1998: 86-90) , can be considered for improving performance. Moreover, it is necessary to apply our method to practical NLP systems, such as information retrieval systems and morphological analysers.
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